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Topic: Awards (Read 5,315 times)

Author
brenclan
1 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #360 on Today at 2:01 »

member is offline

Today at 1:56, Silky wrote:
Today at 1:55, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Ideally I would like all the forums involved in the whole democratic process with just one small independent web
site solely responsible for the final vote, no advertising on it and then one huge party. Attracting loads of media
attention, with some naughty stunts involved in the build up, with some special surprises at the end.

Sounds great!

Joined: Nov 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 40/1.15 per day
Respect: 4

I think we're so close to having this prob cracked... nobel peace prizes all round!
Too be honest I think these things appear amplified in a forum whereas we could prob sort all
this out very quickly over a few pints
Link to Post - Back to Top

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #361 on Today at 2:01 »

member is offline

Today at 1:57, valeha wrote:
Rudeboy - sorry to say this - but I just can't take you seriously with that avatar! please for the love of god change it!
I read your post and appreciate the emotion with which they are written, but that big beaming head of ol' Cliff just makes me
automatically assume anything you say is from ur butt!
thanks
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...carry on!

better?
Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,030
Respect: 70
Yessir
3 Star Member

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #362 on Today at 2:02 »

member is offline

Today at 1:51, Silky wrote:
Today at 1:48, rudeboyrupert wrote:

what about both? he progreeses things how he sees fit and everyone votes

Heavy Is My Head For I
Wear A Crown

it's not rocket science.

you are being very duplicitous over all this, the sway of opinion is overwhelming - do you not think that maybe
we all have a point? the common denomonator is you and the ownership to the name of marks awards.

I have been on here longer than anyone, and one of the very first thing you learn is that just coz a few people online at one
moment say one thing is right does not mean that every single other member will see it in the same light.

Joined: Nov 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 131/0.33 per day
Respect: 3

Co-signed 100 % Silky
I think Silky has been shown a total lack of respect tonight e.g. Cliff Richards GIVE UP ITS NOT
YOUR FIGHT
Every coin has two sides, I'll be brutal and make a suggestion, anyone who is unhappy about
things or the way this forum is run...
LEAVE THE FORUM, THIS FORUM WILL SURVIVE WITHOUT YOU.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Silky
Administrator

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #363 on Today at 2:02 »

member is offline

Today at 1:56, rudeboyrupert wrote:
Today at 1:51, Silky wrote:

I have been on here longer than anyone, and one of the very first thing you learn is that just coz a few people
online at one moment say one thing is right does not mean that every single other member will see it in the
same light.

perhaps not but when you consider who those members are, how long they've been here, how many people they have directly
helped and how much they've contributed to the forum then i would say you had better take notice, these are not idiots
mouthing off but genuine concerns from genuine people.

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275

it would take more guts to back down and go with the consensus rather than blindly dig in your heels. i hope we get to see the
best in you dan.
i'm off to bed, i have to be up at six but i really want to stay until this is sorted.
if i'm grumpy tomorrow i'll blame the lack of sleep

So many times in the past we have had group of people calling for changes to be made on this
forum, and I have always stuck to what I believe is correct and best for EVERYONE. If I had a
track record of getting things wrong we should only have about 10 people online at peak times,
and not well over 100. If you as a member feel I continue to get thing wrong I would ask why
your here?
why be a member of a forum that you dont like?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

crackawacka
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Re: Awards
« Reply #364 on Today at 2:02 »

member is online

Today at 2:00, rachelstevens wrote:
would it make a difference if I was?

of course it would, oh failed pop princess. you were talking of handing out hugs earlier. i'd be
first in the queue if you were the real thing
Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Awardsgate.

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 1,943/9.04 per day
Location: Weak at the
knees
Respect: 112
valeha
4 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #365 on Today at 2:02 »

YES THANKS! you may continue now rudeboy!
hehehe
« Last Edit: Today at 2:03 by valeha »

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 443
Location: UK
Respect: 47
romanywg
8 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #366 on Today at 2:04 »

member is offline

Today at 1:56, Silky wrote:
Today at 1:55, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Ideally I would like all the forums involved in the whole democratic process with just one small independent web
site solely responsible for the final vote, no advertising on it and then one huge party. Attracting loads of media
attention, with some naughty stunts involved in the build up, with some special surprises at the end.

Sounds great!

Joined: Oct 2006
Posts: 1,609/3.75 per day
Location: Hampton,
Middlesex. UK
Respect: 102
Silky
Administrator
member is offline

THE END!
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

My Collections: Art, Punk, Toys, Customs, Street Art, For Sale..... http://www.flickr.com/photos/romanywg/sets/

Re: Awards
« Reply #367 on Today at 2:04 »

Spot on Yessir.
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If you dont like it your not forced to be here! plenty of other people are happy to trust that I
will do the right thing for EVERYONE. If you dont like my way of doing things then I dont see
much point in going on and on about it
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275
rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #368 on Today at 2:05 »

member is offline

Today at 2:02, Yessir wrote:
Today at 1:51, Silky wrote:

I have been on here longer than anyone, and one of the very first thing you learn is that just coz a few people
online at one moment say one thing is right does not mean that every single other member will see it in the
same light.

Co-signed 100 % Silky

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,030
Respect: 70

I think Silky has been shown a total lack of respect tonight e.g. Cliff Richards GIVE UP ITS NOT YOUR FIGHT
Every coin has two sides, I'll be brutal and make a suggestion, anyone who is unhappy about things or the way this forum is
run...
LEAVE THE FORUM, THIS FORUM WILL SURVIVE WITHOUT YOU.

i'm sorry but walking away form something that is morally wrong does not solve it in fact it only
serves to endorse it. i don;t care if it's not my fight i will stand up for what i believe to be right
til the day i die, with or without your support.
as for getting personal with the avatars.............? no further questions.
Link to Post - Back to Top

kiki
1 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #369 on Today at 2:06 »

member is offline

Today at 1:56, Silky wrote:
Today at 1:55, Finsburyparkranger wrote:

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 33/6.6 per day
Respect: 6

Ideally I would like all the forums involved in the whole democratic process with just one small independent web
site solely responsible for the final vote, no advertising on it and then one huge party. Attracting loads of media
attention, with some naughty stunts involved in the build up, with some special surprises at the end.

Sounds great!

So what is the problem with having the name of the awards registered in joint names (you and
FPR)?
Why turn down FPR when he made this request? That just comes across as you having taken
advantage of FPR.
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Link to Post - Back to Top

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #370 on Today at 2:07 »

member is offline

Today at 2:02, Silky wrote:
Today at 1:56, rudeboyrupert wrote:

perhaps not but when you consider who those members are, how long they've been here, how many people
they have directly helped and how much they've contributed to the forum then i would say you had better take
notice, these are not idiots mouthing off but genuine concerns from genuine people.
it would take more guts to back down and go with the consensus rather than blindly dig in your heels. i hope we
get to see the best in you dan.

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,030
Respect: 70

i'm off to bed, i have to be up at six but i really want to stay until this is sorted.
if i'm grumpy tomorrow i'll blame the lack of sleep

So many times in the past we have had group of people calling for changes to be made on this forum, and I have always stuck
to what I believe is correct and best for EVERYONE. If I had a track record of getting things wrong we should only have about
10 people online at peak times, and not well over 100. If you as a member feel I continue to get thing wrong I would ask why
your here?

why be a member of a forum that you dont like?

don't twist my words. i never said anything about this forum.
as for the forum, the sum of it's parts is greater than the whole
Link to Post - Back to Top

valeha
4 Star Member
member is offline

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #371 on Today at 2:07 »

rudeboy I was just kidding! sorry - just a crap attempt at trying to inject some light-hearted fun
into a quite depressing thread...was not meant to be a personal dig!
the new one's cool
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 443
Location: UK
Respect: 47
crackawacka
8 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #372 on Today at 2:07 »

member is online
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member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 1,943/9.04 per day
Location: Weak at the
knees
Respect: 112

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Awardsgate.

rachelstevens
1 Star Member
member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #373 on Today at 2:08 »

its no sign of success if 75 of the hundred people online are fighting.
a forum is a living being made up of individuals who contribute. no forum is a success due to
one person.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Jun 2007
Gender: Female
Posts: 36/0.2 per day
Location: Up all Night
Respect: 9
Silky
Administrator

Re: Awards
« Reply #374 on Today at 2:09 »

member is offline

Today at 2:06, kiki wrote:
Today at 1:56, Silky wrote:

Sounds great!

So what is the problem with having the name of the awards registered in joint names (you and FPR)?
Why turn down FPR when he made this request? That just comes across as you having taken advantage of FPR.

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275

I did not turn him down, I said not to worry about it
trying to help by sorting that out.

he had a lot of things to do, and I was
Link to Post - Back to Top

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #375 on Today at 2:10 »

member is offline

Today at 2:04, Silky wrote:
Spot on Yessir.
If you dont like it your not forced to be here! plenty of other people are happy to trust that I will do the right thing for
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EVERYONE. If you dont like my way of doing things then I dont see much point in going on and on about it

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,030
Respect: 70

plenty of people have spoken up too dan, don't ignore them. i'm talking quality too, not
quantity. nu, CBL, FPR, carlito, cracka, paulypaul, johnas need i go on?
all's i'm saying is don't be a fool to yourself, we are because of each other nothing more,
nothing less.
peace to you.
« Last Edit: Today at 2:12 by rudeboyrupert »

Silky
Administrator

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #376 on Today at 2:10 »

member is offline

Today at 2:09, Silky wrote:
Today at 2:06, kiki wrote:

So what is the problem with having the name of the awards registered in joint names (you and FPR)?
Why turn down FPR when he made this request? That just comes across as you having taken advantage of
FPR.

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275

I did not turn him down, I said not to worry about it

he had a lot of things to do, and I was trying to help by sorting that out.

I realize now that was a mistake on my part
Link to Post - Back to Top

dellboyy
3 Star Member
member is offline

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #377 on Today at 2:11 »

JESUS CAN EVERYONE GROW UP AND START ACTING LIKE ADULTS!
This place is seriously becoming like a playground, i've just skipped through this thread and
suggest you all look back and do the same before carrying on!
« Last Edit: Today at 2:12 by dellboyy »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Joined: Oct 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 215/0.5 per day
Location: Manchester, UK
Respect: 13
johnas
7 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #378 on Today at 2:11 »

member is offline

Today at 2:09, Silky wrote:
Today at 2:06, kiki wrote:

So what is the problem with having the name of the awards registered in joint names (you and FPR)?
Why turn down FPR when he made this request? That just comes across as you having taken advantage of
FPR.

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 1,387/3.75 per day
Location: Zummerzet, UK
Respect: 124

I did not turn him down, I said not to worry about it

he had a lot of things to do, and I was trying to help by sorting that out.
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and did you explain the caveats of your help?
also, why are people bringing up the way the forum is run?? what the f**k has that got to do
with anything?
Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

"fishing for a good time starts by throwing in a line" - Tom Waits
my bits & pieces

kiki
1 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #379 on Today at 2:13 »

member is offline

Today at 2:09, Silky wrote:
Today at 2:06, kiki wrote:

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 33/6.6 per day
Respect: 6

So what is the problem with having the name of the awards registered in joint names (you and FPR)?
Why turn down FPR when he made this request? That just comes across as you having taken advantage of
FPR.

I did not turn him down, I said not to worry about it

he had a lot of things to do, and I was trying to help by sorting that out.

FPR subsequently asked you if the name of the awards could be registered jointly in both of
your names.
You turned him down flat, did you not?

G
4 Star Member

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #380 on Today at 2:13 »

member is offline

Today at 2:04, romanywg wrote:
Today at 1:56, Silky wrote:

Sounds great!

g

THE END!

yup
Joined: Oct 2007
Posts: 290/4.47 per day
Respect: 7

why is this thread still here
bad vibes brotha, bad vibes

Yessir
3 Star Member

Re: Awards
« Reply #381 on Today at 2:14 »

member is offline

Today at 2:05, rudeboyrupert wrote:
Today at 2:02, Yessir wrote:

Co-signed 100 % Silky
I think Silky has been shown a total lack of respect tonight e.g. Cliff Richards GIVE UP ITS NOT YOUR FIGHT
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Every coin has two sides, I'll be brutal and make a suggestion, anyone who is unhappy about things or the way
this forum is run...
LEAVE THE FORUM, THIS FORUM WILL SURVIVE WITHOUT YOU.

Joined: Nov 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 131/0.33 per day
Respect: 3

i'm sorry but walking away form something that is morally wrong does not solve it in fact it only serves to endorse it. i don;t
care if it's not my fight i will stand up for what i believe to be right til the day i die, with or without your support.
as for getting personal with the avatars.............? no further questions.

But surely you can see that you are prolonging this issue.
Fair enough you made your point, but how many times do you intend on going after Silky on
something, that you have no personal involvement in?
Link to Post - Back to Top

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #382 on Today at 2:14 »

member is offline

Today at 2:11, johnas wrote:
Today at 2:09, Silky wrote:

I did not turn him down, I said not to worry about it
sorting that out.

he had a lot of things to do, and I was trying to help by

and did you explain the caveats of your help?

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,030
Respect: 70

also, why are people bringing up the way the forum is run?? what the f**k has that got to do with anything?

hear hear, i don't have any problems with how things are run. if i've mentioned it in my post's it
purely as a comparison to try to make a point of how mark might be feeling.
i'm purely concerned about this matter nothing else.
Link to Post - Back to Top

Silky
Administrator

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #383 on Today at 2:15 »

member is offline

Today at 2:10, rudeboyrupert wrote:
Today at 2:04, Silky wrote:
Spot on Yessir.
If you dont like it your not forced to be here! plenty of other people are happy to trust that I will do the right thing
for EVERYONE. If you dont like my way of doing things then I dont see much point in going on and on about it

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275

plenty of people have spoken up too dan, don't ignore them. i'm talking quality too, not quantity. nu, CBL, FPR, carlito, cracka,
paulypaul need i go on?
all's i'm saying is don't be a fool to yourself, we are because of each other nothing more, nothing less.
peace to you.

Im sorry but most of that list of people have fallen in to a trap by blindlessly following the views
of a small group of people, and not really standing back and looking at the facts
Its a sorry
story, but we have seen it time and time again.
Link to Post - Back to Top

carlito
9 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
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« Reply #384 on Today at 2:15 »

member is offline

Today at 1:56, Silky wrote:
Today at 1:55, Finsburyparkranger wrote:
Ideally I would like all the forums involved in the whole democratic process with just one small independent web
site solely responsible for the final vote, no advertising on it and then one huge party. Attracting loads of media
attention, with some naughty stunts involved in the build up, with some special surprises at the end.

ello ello what have we
here?

Sounds great!

so shall we agree this is the root forward? yes?
Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male
Posts: 2,794/11.41 per day
Location: throwing shapes
Respect: 130
G
4 Star Member

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

Re: Awards
« Reply #385 on Today at 2:16 »

member is offline

Today at 2:13, kiki wrote:
FPR subsequently asked you if the name of the awards could be registered jointly in both of your names.

technically impossible
g

if fbr wants the name the .net/.org versions can still be registered
no problem there

Joined: Oct 2007
Posts: 290/4.47 per day
Respect: 7
Silky
Administrator

« Last Edit: Today at 2:18 by G »

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #386 on Today at 2:16 »

member is offline

Today at 2:13, kiki wrote:
Today at 2:09, Silky wrote:

I did not turn him down, I said not to worry about it
sorting that out.

he had a lot of things to do, and I was trying to help by

FPR subsequently asked you if the name of the awards could be registered jointly in both of your names.
You turned him down flat, did you not?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275

I suspect you can tell me my exact words, but turned down flat sounds a very exaggerated
version of the event.
Link to Post - Back to Top

slacker
5 Star Member

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #387 on Today at 2:18 »

member is online
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Today at 2:14, Yessir wrote:
Today at 2:05, rudeboyrupert wrote:

i'm sorry but walking away form something that is morally wrong does not solve it in fact it only serves to
endorse it. i don;t care if it's not my fight i will stand up for what i believe to be right til the day i die, with or
without your support.
as for getting personal with the avatars.............? no further questions.

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 516/2.79 per day
Respect: 7

But surely you can see that you are prolonging this issue.
Fair enough you made your point, but how many times do you intend on going after Silky on something, that you have no
personal involvement in?

pot, kettle, black?

Silky
Administrator

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Link to Post - Back to Top

Logged

Re: Awards
« Reply #388 on Today at 2:18 »

member is offline

Today at 2:15, carlito wrote:
Today at 1:56, Silky wrote:

Sounds great!

so shall we agree this is the root forward? yes?

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male
Posts: 4,456/6.37 per day
Respect: 275
rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

That is what I have said to fins on more than one occasion

Re: Awards
« Reply #389 on Today at 2:19 »

member is offline

Today at 2:14, Yessir wrote:
Today at 2:05, rudeboyrupert wrote:

i'm sorry but walking away form something that is morally wrong does not solve it in fact it only serves to
endorse it. i don;t care if it's not my fight i will stand up for what i believe to be right til the day i die, with or
without your support.
as for getting personal with the avatars.............? no further questions.

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,030
Respect: 70

But surely you can see that you are prolonging this issue.
Fair enough you made your point, but how many times do you intend on going after Silky on something, that you have no
personal involvement in?

until this is sorted there will be bad blood between people, have you not felt the vibes on the
forum recently?
i find it staggering also you only feel that people should argue their own case and not speak up
on behalf of others? i have better things to do than have pointless arguments with strangers at
1.20am. i'm here, pursuing this because i believe strongly that it needs resolving in order for us
all to move on, with a clean slate.
if you knew me and what i'm about this would come as no surprise to you, perhaps you will get
to see that over time.
Link to Post - Back to Top
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Logged
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